Determination of surface concentrations of individual molecule-layers used in nanoscale biosensors by in-situ ATR-FTIR spectroscopy
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Abstract

For the development of nanowire sensors for chemical and medical detection purposes, the optimal functionalization of the surface is a mandatory component. Quantitative ATR-FTIR spectroscopy was used in-situ to investigate the step-by-step layer formation of typical functionalization protocols and to determine the respective molecule surface concentrations. BSA, anti-TNF-α and anti-PSA antibodies were bound via 3-(trimethoxy)butylsilyl aldehyde linkers to silicon-oxide surfaces in order to investigate surface functionalization of nanowires. Maximum determined surface concentrations were 7.17 e-13 mol/cm² for BSA, 1.7 e-13 mol/cm² for anti-TNF-α antibody, 6.1 e-13 mol/cm² for anti-PSA antibody, 3.88 e-13 mol/cm² for TNF-α and 7.0 e-13 mol/cm² for PSA. Furthermore we performed antibody-antigen binding experiments and determined the specific binding ratios. The maximum possible ratios of 2 were obtained at bulk concentrations of the antigen in the µg/ml range for TNF-α and PSA.
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Introduction

The development of nanoscale sensor devices for the label-free detection of DNA and various biological markers plays an important role in future medical diagnostic systems. Current devices work via piezoelectric effects, in combination with field effects or as semiconductor field-effect transistors (FET) or as semiconductor field-effect transistors (FET). Fields of application involve structural monitoring and sensing of biological molecules and chemical compounds such as the detection of cancer markers in blood analysis. In the case of field-effect nanowire sensors, the binding of target molecules changes the charge concentration at the surface; this effect acts like a gate contact and modulates the current through the transducer. Advantages of this technique are the direct conversion of a chemical or biochemical signal to an electrical signal without any intermediates like fluorescent markers or optical systems, i.e. a label-free detection is achieved. The sensitivity of nanowire sensors is unparalleled with detection limits for DNA in the femtomolar range, and proteins can be detected in the picomolar range. Although methods for surface functionalization are known, the density of the functionalized layer depends on many process parameters of the single steps of surface functionalization including the attachment of linkers. Without the ability to check the quality of the single steps of surface functionalization, it is very time consuming to determine the influence of the various process parameters. Therefore in-situ FTIR measurements were used in this work to characterize the step-by-step formation of the functionalized surface.

FTIR spectroscopy is well-known to be able to characterize chemical modifications of surfaces by the use of attenuated total reflection (ATR), infrared reflection-absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS) or grazing-angle attenuated total reflection (GATR). The former is also able to quantitatively determine surface concentrations. As FTIR-ATR techniques directly measure chemical information of the molecules, we can quantify molecule concentrations on the chemical basis of functional groups of the unmodified molecules. This is a considerable advantage compared to techniques that need molecular
labeling (e.g. fluorescence measurements), techniques that are only able to measure the changes of masses (e.g. quartz crystal microbalance measurements) or techniques that use relatively unspecific changes of the refractive indices without the information from which molecules these changes results from (e.g. surface plasmon resonance measurements).

In this work, we determined surface concentrations of proteins attached to silicon-oxide surfaces by FTIR-ATR spectroscopy. Moreover, we determined resulting antibody-antigen ratios for two different systems. The fact that silicon is not only used as the semiconducting transducer, but also serves as an internal-reflection element in FTIR-ATR-spectroscopy, offers the ability to investigate silicon-oxide surfaces by FTIR-spectroscopy. We also demonstrate how to use FTIR-ATR spectroscopy as a tool for the determination of surface concentrations of monomolecular layers and chemical binding properties of surface modifications utilized in nanowire sensors. This method can be used to optimize surface-modification protocols, which are essential for the development of nanowire sensors. The resulting data is also used in numerical simulations in order to provide the quantitative understanding of the sensing mechanism of field-effect sensors. To this end, a self-consistent partial-differential-equations model 36-38 was developed as well as a Metropolis-Monte-Carlo algorithm 39 for the quantification of screening by free ions. Other screening models have been developed as well 40, 41. Using our simulations, we can determine optimal device parameters and the optimal operating regime 42-44.

Experimental

Chemicals

Bovine serum albumin (BSA) was bought from Sigma-Aldrich. 3-(trimethoxy)butylsilyl aldehyde was purchased from United Chemical Technologies, Inc. (Bristol). Prostate-specific antigen antibody was purchased from Fisher Scientific and Prostate specific antigen (PSA) from Calbiochem. Human tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α) was purchased from Stratham Biotec AG. Monoclonal hTNF-α antibody was obtained from the Center for Biomedical Technology, Danube University, Krems (Austria). PTFE syringe filters with 20 µm cut-off were purchased from Sartorius (Germany). 10 mM potassium and sodium phosphate buffer at pH 8.4 were used as buffer during the binding of all proteins to the silane surface. For the antigen capture experiments 10 mM potassium phosphate and 10 mM sodium phosphate at pH 7.4 with additional 2 µM KCl were used as buffer solution. 96% ethanol was prepared with spectroscopic grade absolute ethanol and ultra pure water. All aqueous solutions were prepared using ultra pure water and degassed prior to use.

FTIR measurements

All FTIR-ATR spectra were measured at 25°C with a Bruker IFS 66 FTIR spectrometer using a MCT detector. Trapezoidal shaped multiple internal reflection elements (MIRE, base length 52 mm, width 20 mm thickness 1.5 mm) made of silicon were used as ATR-elements. The surface was chemically polished with a polishing machine (Logitech PM-5) using amorphous silica suspension (Logitech SF-1) on a polyurethane polishing cloth (Logitech). After polishing and cleaning, the element was refluxed for 4 h in 70% nitric acid to activate the silicon surface by oxidation and remove any metal ions interfering with the silanization reaction later. The final preparation step was a 3 min plasma cleaning (Harrick Plasma cleaner). For polarization of the incident IR-beam an aluminum grid polarizer on a KRS-5 substrate (Specac, Orpington, U.K.) was used. The ATR angle of incidence Θ was set at 45°. FTIR spectra were recorded at 4 cm⁻¹ resolution using Blackham-Harris 3-term apodization and a zero filling factor of 4. Interferograms were measured in double sided mode that needs no phase correction, due to small sample absorbancies in a high background absorbance, e.g. H₂O of buffer. Thermostated flow-through cells made of Delrin® were used to mount the MIREs and to simultaneously surround the measurement compartments. To determine molar absorbance coefficients, transmission spectra were recorded using a Bruker IFS 25 with a DTGS detector at 4 cm⁻¹ resolution using single-sided mode and Mertz phase correction. The transmission cell consisted of calcium fluoride windows and Mylar® spacers with a determined real thickness of 24.7 µm. Spectrometers were constantly purged with dry, carbon dioxide free air and set up on optical tables. Peristaltic pumps are used to fill or rinse the compartments of the flow-through cell holding the MIRE. To
achieve a relevant signal-to-noise ratio 3000 to 4000 scans were necessary in the protein experiments to properly evaluate the surface concentrations. For determining the surface concentration of the silane layers 500 to 1000 scans were sufficient.

**SBSR-measuring technique**

As the quantitative IR-spectroscopic detection of molecular monolayers requires extremely accurate and sensitive methods, the single-beam sample-reference (SBSR) measurement method was used to compensate absorbancies from bulk water in sample and reference. Fluctuations of the absorbance of remaining water vapor and carbon dioxide during the measurement of sample and reference are also reduced to a minimum by this method. The flow-through cell separates the MIRE horizontally in a sample and a reference compartment. It is attached on a stage and can be vertically moved in the IR-beam by a computer controlled lift to alternately measure spectra of the sample and reference compartments and allows an outstanding compensation of water absorbance. This is crucial, since proteins are typically quantified according to their amide I (1640 cm$^{-1}$) and amide II (1540 cm$^{-1}$) vibrations any additional uncompensated water absorbance between sample and reference deteriorates the results. Differences in the transmission properties of the MIRE in the sample and reference compartments were recorded before surface modifications and considered when calculating the final difference spectra of the samples.

**Calculation of the surface concentration**

The surface concentration $\Gamma$ may be understood as the projection of the molecules in the volume defined by unit area and height $d$ (real sample thickness). As a consequence, surface concentration of a thin layer can be determined without knowing the real thickness $d$ and its real structure. The calculation is based on Lambert-Beer’s law. For the ATR technique the introduction of the so-called "effective thickness" $d_e$ first introduced by Harrick is required. The volume concentration $c$ and the surface concentration $\Gamma$ are related to each other via the thickness $d$ of the sample. By introducing Lambert-Beer’s law one obtains

$$c = \frac{\Gamma}{d} = \frac{\int A_{pp}(\bar{v})d\bar{v}}{N n d_{eff}^{th} \int \varepsilon(\bar{v})d\bar{v}}$$

(1)

$\int A_{pp}(\bar{v})d\bar{v}$ denotes the integrated absorbance of a distinct absorbance band measured with parallel (pp), or perpendicular (vp) polarized incident light, respectively. $N$ is the mean number of the active internal reflections and $n$ denotes the number of equal infra-red active groups per molecule leading to the absorbance of the evaluated bands. $\int \varepsilon(\bar{v})d\bar{v}$ denotes the common integrated molar absorption coefficient of the vibrational mode of one infra-red active group. $d_{eff}^{th}$ is the effective thickness of the layer which depends on the polarization, the angle of incidence and the refractive indices of the MIRE and the sample. $d_{eff}^{th}$ is regarding the theory of ATR the crucial value to be determined. In case of anisotropic samples (1) would lead to different results for parallel and vertical polarized light. Therefore the absorbance of both polarization directions has to be determined and to be considered in the calculation of the surface concentration using a model for the orientation of the molecules. Here we used the model of liquid crystalline ultrastructure (LCU) for the calculation of surface concentrations. This model best fits the distribution of orientation of silanes and is also correct for isotropic distributions of molecules. For proteins the isotropic distribution was ensured by the determination of the dichroic ratio $R_{iso}$ that has to be equal to the theoretical dichroic ratio $R_{th} = 1.63$ valid for thin layers and the used optical parameters of ATR measurements.

$$R_{exp} = \frac{\int A_{pp}(\bar{v})d\bar{v}}{\int A_{vp}(\bar{v})d\bar{v}}$$

(2)

As in the experiments with TNF-$\alpha$ the signal-to-noise ratio of the vp-measurements was very poor, the surface concentrations of TNF-$\alpha$ and its antibody where directly determined by the evaluation of (1) using results from pp measurements. The reader is referred to for more details of the quantitative
evaluation of molecular surface densities using ATR technique. Optical parameters used in the calculations are 45° ± 5° angle of incidence, and refractive indices at wavenumber 1540 cm⁻¹ for silicon (3.42 ± 0), water (1.33 ± 0.06) and sample layer (1.45 ± 0.06). The number of active internal reflections was different in different experiments and is given in figure 2. Quantifications for all proteins were done by determining the absorbance of the amide II band that is only barely effected by uncompensated water absorbance. Nevertheless, the integrated absorbance was evaluated after compensation of the small negative water band at 1640 cm⁻¹ by adding an appropriate amount of a pure water spectrum. We emphasize that this small amount of uncompensated water results from water present in the reference compartment but replaced by the molecules of the bound layer in the sample compartment and therefore it can never be experimentally removed. The amount of added water absorbance was estimated by the remaining absorbance of the H2O stretching vibration and by evaluating the ratio between integrated absorbancies of amide I and amide II vibrations. The resulting ratios were between 1.45 and 2.68 with a mean value of 2.25 for parallel polarized light and between 2.21 and 3.81 with a mean value of 2.63 for vertical polarized light. Estimated values of the error of integrated absorbancies are between 5% and 30% depending on the signal-to-noise levels of spectra and remaining uncompensated water absorption. All errors in the calculation of surface concentrations and dichroic ratios are evaluated using propagation of uncertainty.

Determination of molar absorption coefficients

FTIR transmission-spectra of 3-trimethoxysilylbutyl aldehyde dissolved in different concentrations in 96% EtOH where measured and integrated absorbancies of the C=O vibration were determined using integration limits of 1751 ± 1 and 1693 ± 1 cm⁻¹. The resulting average integral molar absorption coefficient of the C=O vibration of 3-trimethoxysilylbutyl aldehyde was 8.6 e5 (± 2.9 e5) cm/mol. Ethanolamine was dissolved in 10 mM phosphate buffer and the integrated absorbance of the CH₂ symmetric stretch vibration determined. The integration limits were set at 2867 ± 1 and 2831 ± 1 cm⁻¹. The resulting molar absorption coefficient was 1.18 e6 cm/mol. The value for the molar absorption coefficient of one amide bond of the amide II vibrational mode of BSA was determined by Reiter et al. 19 as 8.25 e6 cm/mol with integration limits at 1585 ± 1 and 1500 ± 1 cm⁻¹ (for proteins, the molar absorption coefficient is related to single amide bondings and not to the whole molecules).

Silanization of silicon MIREs using 3-(trimethoxy)butylsilyl aldehyde

According to the protocol of Patolsky et al. 14 a solution of 1% 3-(trimethoxy)butylsilyl aldehyde in 96% EtOH was filtered with a 20 µm cut-off PTFE syringe filter after a 20 min waiting period and pumped into the sample compartment of the flow-through cell. The reaction time to form hydrogen bonds with the silanol groups (Fig.1) of the silicon-oxide surface was 30 min. Afterwards, the sample-compartment was carefully rinsed with 96% ethanol (2 µl/s) to flush out any unbound silane. After drying with nitrogen gas, the system was exposed to a temperature of 80°C for 30 min to form covalent bonds between silane and the silicon-oxide surface. Precursor experiments showed that these parameters lead to a high surface concentration of covalently bound silane. As last step, the silane layer on silicon is thoroughly rinsed with 96% EtOH to remove any non-covalently bound silane from the surface with a flow rate of 15 µl/s. The silane surface concentration of every silanization was quantified to ensure consistent and uniform conditions for subsequent protein attachment.

Protein binding to aldehyde surface

The proteins are either reconstituted or diluted in 10 mM sodium or potassium phosphate buffer with a pH of 8.4 additionally containing 4 mM sodium cyanoborohydrid (NaCNBH₃). The protein solution was pumped over the silanized surface through the sample-compartment of the flow-through cell with a very low flow-rate of 42 µl/min avoiding any depletion effects. Free amino groups of the proteins can then form imines (Schiff’s bases) with the aldehyde moieties of the silane layer. Subsequently imines are reduced by cyanoborohydride to amide bonds leading to covalent bonding of proteins and silane. After a 2 h reaction period, superfluous protein was washed out by rinsing with buffer solution.
Passivation of aldehyde surface

Since not every aldehyde moiety of the silane-layer binds proteins, the remaining CHO-groups must be capped to prevent any unspecific binding in further antibody experiments. This was done by filling the sample-compartment for 2 h with 100 mM ethanolamine containing 4 mM cyanoborohydride in a phosphate buffer at a pH of 8.4.

Antigen capturing with antibody layer

Antigen solutions of TNF-α and PSA in phosphate buffer with a pH of 7.4 were pumped onto the respective antibody layers and left for 2 h to ensure thorough antigen-antibody contact. Afterwards superfluous antigen that was not bound to the antibodies was washed out with phosphate buffer.

Results and discussion

Surface concentration of 3-(trimethoxy)butylsilyl aldehyde

3-(trimethoxy)butylsilyl aldehyde was covalently bound to the silicon-oxide surface serving as basic linker molecule for all further chemical modification steps. The measured surface concentrations evaluated from the absorbance of the C=O vibration (Fig.2A) were between 6.0 e-10 mol/cm² and 1.2 e-9 mol/cm² with optimized protocols for silanization. A theoretical value of the surface concentration of a densely packed monolayer can be estimated by simple two-dimensional geometrical calculations of the molecule and results in 4.88 e-10 mol/cm², which perfectly matches our measured values. Differences in surface concentrations can be caused by the nanoscale surface roughness of the MIRE resulting in an increased surface area and by the polymerization processes of trimethoxy silanes that can lead to different chain lengths and therefore a multilayer arrangement. Indeed, already small changes in the preparation protocols such as the curing temperature and time, treatment of the semiconductor surface or the dwell-time of silane before the start of polymerization led to highly differing surface concentrations up to 2.0 e8 mol/cm² in preliminary experiments. Only by the use of the quantitative evaluation of this step, we were able to establish a preparation protocol leading to reproducible and meaningful results.

Bovine serum albumin (BSA) on aldehyde silane layer

Since BSA is one of the most used and best characterized proteins, a measurement system was developed to determine the surface concentration and the workability of the linker protocol. BSA is known to exhibit considerable adhesion and to form densely packed layers on a variety of surfaces including germanium MIREs in IR-spectroscopy, mica platelets and gold stripes used in atomic force microscopy. The number of functional amide bonds is 582. Following experiments were conducted to determine the maximum possible surface concentration of BSA covalently bound on an aldehyde-silanised silicon-oxide surface. We utilized a solution of BSA with a concentration of 100 µg/ml prepared in 10 mM phosphate buffer at a pH of 7.4 and pumped it into the flow-through cell containing the silanised surface of a silicon MIRE. The protein solution was allowed to adsorb for 2 h followed by a buffer rinse to remove the bulk protein solution. Adsorption of BSA was investigated by evaluating the absorbance of the amide II vibration (Fig.2B). Resulting BSA surface concentrations were in the range of 5.62 – 7.17 e-13 mol/cm². This means one molecule of BSA is found at a space of 295 nm² to 232 nm². Compared to the maximum achievable surface concentration of 5.7 e-12 mol/cm² documented by Hassler et al. the values are lower by an order of magnitude. However the experimental conditions were significantly different. Hassler used a germanium MIRE, a 25 mg/ml protein concentration and high concentrations of sodium chloride, which shields the charges of the proteins and the germanium surface ultimately forming a BSA monolayer. Albumins mainly act as transport molecules in a living body and are known to be capable of binding chloride ions. Lucy et al. showed that an increase in ionic strength leads to higher surface concentrations on silicon due to the shielding effect negatively charged ions have on the protein itself. Although in our experimental setup the surface charges of the silanol-groups are blocked by the aldehyde...
silane, electrostatic repulsion between the individual BSA molecules is still taking place possibly leading to a reduced surface concentration.

**Surface concentrations of anti-TNF-α antibody on silanised silicon and captured TNF-α**

The antibody/antigen system anti-TNF-α antibody and TNF-α was investigated using the bound antibody as receptor molecules to specifically bind its antigen that should be detected in case of a biosensor. The number of functional amide bonds of all IgG antibodies is 1320 (± 4) and the number of functional amide bonds of TNF-α is 468. A protein solution of 100 µg/ml of anti-TNF-α antibody in 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer at pH 8.4 was pumped onto an aldehyde silane layer with additional 4 mM cyanoborohydride. After 2 hours, the bulk protein solution including only adhered antibody was flushed out with buffer solution at pH 7.4. Quantification of the amide II vibrations in this state resulted in surface concentrations between 1.6 e-13 mol/cm² and 1.7 e-13 mol/cm² for the anti-TNF-α antibody. This corresponds to a used area of 1000 nm² per molecule or a side length of 31 nm assuming square cross sections. The diameter of IgG antibodies differs in literature between 16 nm 58 and 28 nm 59, corresponding to required areas per molecule of 256 nm² to 784 nm² assuming square cross sections. Therefore, in case of anti-TNF-α antibody an almost closed monolayer bound to the silanised surface can be supposed. After providing TNF-α bulk concentrations between 1 µg/ml and 18 µg/ml to the bound anti-TNF-α antibody molecules, the surface concentration of antibody-bound TNF-α resulted in 1.7 e-13 mol/cm² to 2.7 e-13 mol/cm² corresponding to an antigen/antibody ratio between 1.0 and 1.6 (Fig.3). Since one IgG antibody molecule can at best bind two antigens, this shows that almost all possible binding sites of the antibody specifically bound antigens. Below a bulk concentration of 1 µg/ml, TNF-α could neither be detected in the bulk solution nor captured on the surface. The smallest detectable absorption amplitude in the amide II region was 50 µAU. This means the detection limit for TNF-α was 2.6 e-14 mol/cm².

**Anti-PSA-antibody and PSA on aldehyde surface**

As a second antibody/antigen system PSA-antibody and PSA was investigated. This system was already used in a prototype nanosensor by Patolsky et al. 14. Here the number of amide bonds of PSA is 237. A solution of mouse anti-PSA antibody with a concentration of 50 µg/ml in 10 mM potassium phosphate buffer at a pH of 8.4 and additional 4 mM cyanoborohydride was pumped onto the aldehyde-surface and left for 2 h (Fig.2C). Surface concentrations of PSA-antibody were determined in the range of 3.2 – 6.1 e-13 mol/cm². The area used by each antibody molecule results in 270 nm² to 520 nm². Again, this agrees very well with the required area per molecule for an IgG antibody. After passivation with ethanolamine various PSA-antigen concentrations in the range of 5 ng/ml to 10 µg/ml in 10 mM potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4 with additional 2 µM KCl were slowly pumped (42 µl/min) over the antibody surface for 2 h. (Fig.2D) The calculated antigen surface concentrations could be determined to be between 1.6 e-13 mol/cm² to 7.0 e-13 mol/cm². The resulting ratio of antigen to antibody could be determined between 0.3 to 1.4, again showing a suitable value for specific binding of the antigen. At PSA-antigen solutions with concentrations between 5 ng/ml and 500 ng/ml no evaluable amide vibration bands of the antigen could be detected neither in the spectra of the bulk solution nor in the spectra of the layer after washing. The smallest detectable amplitude for PSA was 100 µAU resulting in a surface concentration of 5.13 e-14 mol/cm². To determine the concentration of ethanolamine used for surface passivation after protein binding, we evaluated the increase of absorbance of the symmetric CH₂ vibration resulting from the passivation step (Fig.2E). The ethanolamine surface concentration was 2.30 e-10 mol/ cm² in PSA experiments. This means that about one third of the aldehyde moieties of the silane layer are capped with ethanolamine after PSA was bound to the silane.

**Conclusions**

Regarding the use of semiconductors as transducers, we point out that the resulting surface concentration of bound molecules on such surfaces is very sensitive to a variety of parameters of the surface chemistry used. With the ability of quantitative analysis of each layer, one can detect unexpected results in an early stage of the surface modification. We showed that it is possible to cover the whole silanised surface with an almost...
compact monolayer only showing a slightly different surface concentration for different proteins (Table 1). As the proteins used are of the same size, the differences likely result from the different partial charges of the proteins. Thus it is possible to cover semiconductor nanostructures with a compact monolayer of receptor molecules for sensing purposes. Again, we want to emphasize that the optimum result of a compact monolayer is easily disrupted by non-optimal steps in the surface modification. It is a time consuming procedure to find the reasons for varying results without the ability to quantitatively assess each step during surface functionalization.

Antigen-Antibody binding can be well detected and quantified by the present method when the bulk concentrations of the antigen is above 1 µg/ml. This shows that almost all possible binding sites of the antibody are able to bind antigens. Therefore achievable surface concentrations of target molecules are only limited by the size of the receptor molecules and their binding sites, unless the molecules are highly charged.
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Table 1: Surface concentrations of single molecule layers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>molecule</th>
<th>concentration of bulk solution</th>
<th>measured surface concentration [mol/cm²]</th>
<th>error of surface concentration [mol/cm²]</th>
<th>corresponding area per molecule [nm²]</th>
<th>required area per molecule in literature [nm²]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-(trimethoxy)butylsilyl aldehyde</td>
<td>10 mg/ml</td>
<td>7.0 e-10</td>
<td>1.10 e-10</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSA</td>
<td>100 µg/ml</td>
<td>5.62 e-13 - 7.17 e-13</td>
<td>9.79 e-14 - 1.17 e-13</td>
<td>295 - 232</td>
<td>56.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anti-TNF-α</td>
<td>100 µg/ml</td>
<td>1.6 e-13 - 1.7 e-13</td>
<td>4.68 e-14</td>
<td>1100 - 970</td>
<td>784.39, 256 – 361.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anti-PSA</td>
<td>50 µg/ml</td>
<td>3.2 e-13 - 6.1 e-13</td>
<td>3.0 e-14 – 6.0 e-14</td>
<td>520 - 270</td>
<td>784.39, 256 – 361.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNF-α</td>
<td>1 – 18 µg/ml</td>
<td>8.61 e-14 - 3.88 e-13</td>
<td>2.2 e-14 - 4.12 e-14</td>
<td>ratio: TNF-α/anti-TNF-α, 0.5 - 2.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSA</td>
<td>0.5 – 10 µg/ml</td>
<td>7.7 e-14 - 7 e-13</td>
<td>1.68 e-14 – 7.9 e-14</td>
<td>ratio: PSA/anti-PSA, 0.2 – 3 (5.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure Legends

Fig. 1: Chemical scheme of surface functionalization of a silicon MIRE with 3-(trimethoxy)butylsilyl aldehyde and covalent bonding of proteins.

Fig. 2: FTIR-ATR absorbance spectra of single components for the setup of an antibody/antigen biosensor. Spectra were measured in situ during the layer by layer formation. (A) FTIR-ATR absorbance spectrum of 3-(trimethoxy)butylsilyl aldehyde in 96% ethanol. The quantitatively evaluated band is the C=O (carbonyl) vibration of the tail-group of the used silane (see Fig.1 for structure) at 1720 cm\(^{-1}\). It indicates free carbonyl groups of silane on the silicon-oxide surface ready to form imine bonds. Other bands are caused by EtOH and H\(_2\)O incompensations despite the SBSR measurement method. Reference was blank silicon. Spectrum recorded with 1000 scans. (B) FTIR-ATR absorbance spectrum of BSA on aldehyde silane surface. The amide I (1640 cm\(^{-1}\)) and amide II (1540 cm\(^{-1}\)) bands are clearly distinguishable. Only the amide II band is used for the quantitative evaluation of the surface concentration, because amide I can be overlapped by uncompensated absorption of the water bending vibration. Other prominent bands are incompensations of the H\(_2\)O stretching vibration at 3400 cm\(^{-1}\) and the gaseous CO\(_2\) stretching vibration at 2400 cm\(^{-1}\). Reference was silanised silicon. Spectrum recorded with 3000 scans. (C) FTIR-ATR absorbance spectrum of anti-PSA antibody on aldehyde silane surface. Reference was silanised silicon. Recorded with 3000 scans. (D) FTIR-ATR absorbance spectrum of prostate specific antigen (PSA) on antibody surface. Reference was the ethanolamine passivated antibody layer on silanised silicon. Spectrum recorded with 3000 scans. (E) FTIR-ATR absorbance spectrum of ethanolamine on antibody surface. The symmetric CH\(_2\) vibration was quantified. Reference was the antibody layer on silanised silicon. Spectrum recorded with 3000 scans. Spectroscopic parameters for all experiments were silicon MIRE, 45° angle of incidence and 10 mM phosphate buffer. Number of active internal reflections: 26(±1) for TNF-α, 28(±1) for PSA experiments.

Fig. 3: (A) TNF-α surface concentrations resulting from specific binding to anti-TNF-α antibody with a surface concentration of 1.76 e-13 Mol/cm\(^2\). (B) The ratio of antigen to antibody exhibits the expected exponential shape asymptotically approaching the value of two, which is the maximum possible binding capability of an IgG antibody.

Fig. 4: (A) PSA surface concentrations on anti-PSA antibody surface in five different experiments. Antibody concentration of each experiment is shown at bulk concentration zero. (B) Ratio of antigen to antibody in several experiments. Since two antigens is the maximum possible binding capability of an IgG antibody values exceeding two point to unspecific adhesion to the surface. This occurred only in one experiment at very high bulk concentrations of the antibody.
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